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Panel: Media women treated unequally
Seminar addresses 
workplace conduct 
in fie d of journalism
By Julie Pacheco
Staff Writer
Four women journalists who’ve 
struggled to break stereotypical bar­
riers throughout their careers spoke to 
students about their experiences in a 
seminar Saturday.
Stephan Tubbs, a journalism senior, 
brought the journalists together to dis­
cuss discrimination in the work place.
“I decided to put this together be­
cause it’s a neglected topic,” Tubbs said. 
“It’s not just in journalism but in the job 
market in general.”
Sheryl Emery, news director at 
KVEC; Jackie Tasch, writer and lec­
turer at Cal Poly; Ann Fairbanks, a 
Telegram-Tribune reporter and Suzan 
Vaughn, morning show host at KVEC, 
made up the panel of women.
Although the panelists agreed that 
women have a long way to go before 
achieving equality in newsrooms, they 
did point to some promising signs.
“Some of the old stereotypes are just 
beginning to crack and open up a little 
bit,” Vaughn said.
Vaughn pointed to two examples in 
San Luis Obisp>o which demonstrate the 
breakdown of stereotypes.
“Ann Kelly on KWBR is the first 
woman in this market to have a morn­
ing show,” Vaughn said. “Sheryl 
(Emery) and I are making another crack 
in the stereotypes. We’re co-anchors in 
the morning on KVEC.
“If you look around, it’s pretty rare to 
have two women doing a morning 
show.”
The four panelists also discussed the
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Telegram-Tribune reporter Ann Fairbanks, left, and KVEC morning show host 
Suzan Vaughn discuss women in the media at Saturday’s seminar.
“good-old-boy network,” in which male 
employees consider the newsroom to be 
an exclusive men’s club.
“I think it has to do with comfort 
level,” Tksch said. “And men tend to be 
more comfortable with one another at a 
business level.”
Emery felt the good-old-boy network 
played games that she, as a woman, 
was not equipped to deal with. She said 
that she was raised to be sensitive and 
caring while men are raised to be busi­
ness-oriented.
“There was a whole set of rules that I
had never been told about,” Emery said. 
“I still don’t think I’m very good at the 
game because we (women) aren’t social­
ized to do that.”
The panelists agreed that women are 
not treated equally in the field of jour­
nalism.
They gave examples of women in 
television news who must be younger 
and more attractive then their male col­
leagues.
Another example of discrimination 
was the unequal distribution of women
See WOMEN, page 9
Tuition proposal 
faces ‘skeptical’ 
state Legislature
By Allison Gatlin
Staff Writer
The proposed 40 percent fee increase for 
California State University students is facing 
opposition not only from angry students, but 
from state legislators as well.
The fee hike must pass two approval 
processes in the state Legislature, said Chris­
topher Cabaldon, chief consultant for the As­
sembly Committee on Higher Education.
The fee increase must be approved once in 
the overall budget, then again as part of a 
new law that would allow for such an in­
crease.
Current state law limits fee increases to 10 
percent a year. Last year’s 20 percent in­
crease came as a result of new legislation 
which allowed an additional, one-time, 10 
percent surcharge.
Similar special legislation would be re­
quired for this increase. It is in this that the 
fee hike is facing legislative opposition.
“If the Legislature doesn’t pass a new law, 
fees won’t go up,” Cabaldon said. “The (CSU) 
trustees have no legal authority to raise fees.
“It’s going to face a very skeptical legisla­
ture,” he said.
Among the legislators opposing the fee in­
crease are Speaker of the Assembly Willie 
Brown, Jr. and Tam Hayden, chair of the As­
sembly Committee on Higher Education, 
Cabaldon said.
This committee, which hears all higher 
education legislation, recently issued its an­
nual report on the state of higher education 
in the state.
This year, the report was more in-depth 
“because higher education is in such a crisis,” 
Cabaldon said.
One problem the state’s colleges and 
universities are facing is accommodating the 
enrollment
See EDUCATION, page 12
Student shares view 
of Russian college life
Editor’s Note: Cal Poly ac­
counting senior Sean Hearne 
spent last quarter in the former 
Soviet Union. He was taking part 
in the AIFS cultural study 
program.
Hearne will share some of his 
experiences and observations in a 
four-part series.
By Sean Hearne 
Special to the Daily
FROM RUSSIA 
WITH LOVE
Dorm life for American stu­
dents in the international dor­
mitory at Leningrad State Tech­
nical University was drastically 
different from dorm life in the 
States.
For starters the building was 
three years old but looked like 
the 1950 grey-brick style.
The inside was equally anti­
quated, and all the woodwork
Newsmaker...
An inside look at the 
former Soviet Union
was beginning to show through 
the low-quality paint. The 
wallpaper in the rooms would 
peel off when removing posters 
put up with tape.
I'he roaches in the kitchens 
were friendly and didn’t bother 
me too much, except when they 
See RUSSIA, page 12
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COURTESY SEAN HEARNE
This photograph shows the view Cal Poly accounting senior Sean Hearne saw from his dorm in St. 
Petersburg during his studies abroad last quarter.
Sports...
A profile on Cindy Summerson, the 
woman who engineered the petition drive 
to repeal the IRA athletic 
referendum vote.
Page 3
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Men's basketball had 
a tough time this week­
end against 18th-ranked 
Cal State Bakersfield.
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FYI...
Spring Quarter CAPTURE schedules are 
now available at El Corral Bookstore.
* Registration for Spring Quarter begins 
Wednesday, Feb. 12.
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Neo-Nazi mob mounts 
military power display
VENTERSDORP, South Africa (AP) — 
Hundreds of armed neo-Nazis put on a dis­
play of military power Saturday to show 
their opposition to efforts to end apartheid.
About 500 Afrikaner Resistance Move­
ment members marched through this farm­
ing town before heading to a field to practice 
marksmanship and using horses to attack 
rioters.
The march was headed by the group’s 
Iron Guard, clad in black uniforms with their 
heads covered in black cloths. The others, 
most armed with pistols, wore red berets and 
khaki uniforms.
The group, which has an estimated 5,000 
active members, held similar events in the 
past, is the largest of several far-right fac­
tions opposed to reforms to end white- 
minority rule. But it is dismissed by critics 
as an organization that talks big, but never 
takes action.
Russia plans to pull 
troops out of Baltics
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia agreed Satur­
day to withdraw former Soviet troops from 
the Baltics starting this month, and indi­
cated it may leave behind some weapons to 
bolster the fledgling states.
See WORLD, page 7
U.S. readies to return 
Haitians to homeiand
MIAMI (AP) — Military officers awaited 
orders Saturday to forcibly repatriate 
thousands of Haitian refugees held at a U.S. 
Navy tent city in Cuba after the Supreme 
Court cleared the way.
“We will assist the Coast Guard in 
repatriating Haitians once we have been 
given the order to do it,” Lt. Cmdr. John 
Griffin, a spokesman at Guantanamo Bay 
Naval Base in Cuba, said Saturday.
The high court on Friday set aside a 
federal judge’s order that had blocked the 
return of Haitian refugees. Advocates for the 
Haitians have resisted the government’s 
repatriation policy in an Atlanta court.
Haitians have been encamped at the 
naval base in Cuba since Nov. 26, 1991. The 
Coast Guard began intercepting their rickety 
boats in an exodus that continues. On 
Friday, the Coast Guard picked up 418 
Haitians from 14 vessels.
Misguided antibodies 
could cause strokes
PHOENIX (AP) — Renegade antibodies 
appear to be a major underlying cause of 
strokes, possibly triggering about 10 percent 
of the seizures in the United States, resear­
chers said Saturday.
See NATION, page 11
City, college officials 
fight computer virus
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) — Data 
processing operators at City Hall and Col­
lege of the Desert say they’ve spent the past 
six weeks fighting a computer virus dubbed 
Michelangelo that originated in Europe.
The virus is programmed to wipe out in­
formation on personal computer disks on the 
sculptor’s birthday, March 6, said J. Michael 
Carnal, computer systems manager at Col­
lege of the Desert in Palm Desert.
Carnal said the bug has just about been 
eradicated from computers at the city and 
college. But he said other public agencies 
could find blank screens on their personal 
computers March 6 unless they take precau­
tions.
The virus affects only hard-disk driven 
IBM compatible computers, Carnal said. 
However, it can also infect computers that 
are part of a network that includes that type 
of personal computer or it can be spread by 
floppy disks used in those computers.
Biochemist declares 
crystal test successful
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) — Researchers 
with experiments on board the space shuttle 
usually have to wait until it lands for 
results.
But University of California, Riverside
See STATE, page 11
Try either of our new specialty Burgers, the 
Deli Deluxe or Italian Burger, & we'll warm 
your table up with a FREE basket of fresh 
tortilla chips & our homemade fresh salsa!
SAN LUIS OBISPO
1005 Monterey Street 
(At Osos & Monterey) 
541-5999
Offer Valid through 2/92
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Clinical
Psychologists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistants
Plan a future that .soars.
Take your science-related degree 
into the Air Force, and become an 
officer in the Biomedical Sciences 
Corps. You’ll learn more, you’ll grexv 
faster-you’ll work with other dedi­
cated professioneds in a quality envi­
ronment where your contributions 
are needed.
In short, you’ll gain more of every­
thing that matters most to you. You 
and the Air Force. Launch now-call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF
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v a le n t in e
Friday February l4th
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El Corral Bookstore has 
a wide selection o f  gifts for your 
special sweetheart.
Shop Monday through Thursday 'til 7PM 
Friday 7:45AM to 4:30PM 
and Saturday HAM to 4:30PM O l
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HEALTH BEAT
Cocaine use can 
lead to medical, 
mental disorders
By Barry Politi 
Special to the Daily_____
What the ancient Amazon 
valley natives once termed 
“exaltation in one’s true 
spirit’ and described as a life 
enhancer is now, ironically, 
one of the most dangerous 
and deadly drugs in the world 
— cocaine.
Even people like Sigmund 
Freud and Winston Churchill 
used cocaine and wrote about 
the wonders o f the drug.
Cocaine is typically a 
white power that is extracted 
from the leaves of the coca 
plant which grows in South 
America.
Today, cocaine ranks near 
the top of abused drugs in the 
United States. Although 
See HEALTH, page 7
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Re-vote movement creates student activist
ME senior finds petition trying experience
By Edwin Biil
Staff Writer
Cindy Summerson was more 
than happy to meet for a 
lunchtime interview, but on one 
condition.
“Can I bring my boyfriend 
along? I’ve kinda been neglecting 
him lately.”
\bu could say Summerson has 
been a little preoccupied.
She has been the driving force 
behind the controversial petition 
asking to recall last quarter’s 
a th le tic  re feren d u m . The 
mechanical engineering senior 
has diligently nursed her peti­
tion along from its inception 
about two weeks ago to its cur­
rent, 3,000-signature size.
Cal Poly President Warren 
Baker approved the IRA fee in­
crease last Wednesday, but that 
has not deterred the determined 
Summerson. A copy of her peti­
tion now rests on CSU Chancel­
lor Barry Munitz’s desk in Long 
Beach for his perusal.
What have the last two weeks 
been like for Summerson?
“Hell!” she replies, laughing. 
“This has been the hardest two 
weeks because it has involved a 
lot of decisions. If I go down the 
wrong path, it could screw up the 
entire plan.
“My schoolwork has definitely 
suffered,” she said. “I have to 
admit, I haven’t been going to all
my classes. I only studied two to 
three hours (for her last test). 
That is not a good thing to do for 
a (mechanical engineering) 
course.”
The unassuming Summerson 
now considers herself a rarity 
among the Cal Poly community: 
a student activist.
“Before this, no way!” she 
said. Her involvement with stu­
dent affairs was limited to 
residence hall government, a 
and various club memberships.
But she has chosen to go on 
the offensive in this legislative 
battle, a new experience for 
Summerson, and a little unnerv­
ing at that.
“When I walk around campus, 
I look into the faces of students 
that pass by me, and I wonder if 
that student is in support of the 
stint on the Engineering Council, 
athletic referendum or against it. 
I get a little nervous,” she said.
“I think people are consider­
ing me a friend or foe. If they’re 
in support of the referendum, 
then they don’t like me at all. If 
they are against it, then I’m 
their best pal in the whole 
world,” she said.
Her involvement in one of the 
most controversial student fee 
increases ever considered here 
has made her a media magnet, 
much to her surprise.
“I expected this whole thing to 
be really low key,” she said. “The
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Sponsors 
of
Cal Poly 
Triathalon 
Club 
and 
SLCC
541-5878
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Spring Rush 1992
Buffalo Wings and House Tours
Monday Feb. 3 - 6:30 at the House 
Bar-B-Que with the Brothers 
Tuesday Feb 4 - 5:00 on Theatre Lawn 
11th Bi-Annual Rat Races and Prizes 
Wed. Feb. 5 - 8:00 at the House 
Theta Chi Bowling and Pool Night 
Thursday Feb. 6 - 7:30 at th U.U.
Smoker and Interviews 
Sunday Feb. 9 - 7:00 at the House
CF)cia Ci)t f  raicrtriiv
844 Upham St.
For R ides or Information 
Call 543-9784 or 541-8686
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first thing I know, KSBY-TV 
wants to do an interview with 
me. Now, everybody wants me to 
keep up with them. They’re 
giving me their home phone 
numbers, telling me, ‘Call me! 
We want to know what’s going 
on,’ ” she said, pounding the pic­
nic table she sits at.
Public notoriety has taken 
some getting used to.
“The other day,” Summerson 
recalled, “I was walking across 
the street and there was a girl 
coming in the opposite direction. 
I’d never seen her before in my 
life, and she said, ‘Good luck 
with the petition ... ’ I was, like, 
‘Uh ... thanks.’ It was really 
strange.
“I’ve had people call me at 
home who were against (my) 
petition. One guy left a message 
on my machine. It wasft’t a 
threatening call by any means, 
but you could definitely tell his 
position,” she said, laughing.
“I feel like I’m not human 
anymore. I feel like people are 
putting me on this pedestal when 
I didn’t ask to be there. I never 
had any idea that I’d end up in 
the public light,” she said.
Like it or not, a pedestal is ex­
actly where Summerson has put 
herself, leading the effort to try 
to reverse the outcome of a 
divisive election that has left the 
c a m p u s  b i c k e r i n g .
But, she is all business when
FILE PHOTO
In two weeks, ME senior Cindy Summerson assembled a 3,000- 
signature petition for the re-vote of the $43 IRA referendum.
it comes to discussing last 
quarter’s vote.
Summerson is determined to 
ensure students have more facts 
available the second time, should 
a vote be approved this Wednes­
day at the ASI Board of Directors 
meeting.
“I think students understand
why we’re going for a re-vote, the 
way the administration rushed 
(the IRA vote) through,” she said.
“I think the students involved 
in student government now are 
blameless in what happened last 
quarter. I blame it all on Presi-
Scc SUMMERSON, page 10
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A different look at the Roe v. Wade decision
Recently the Supreme Court 
agreed to review a strict Pen­
nsylvania abortion statute. Oral 
arguments will be heard in Oc­
tober and a decision is expected 
in July, The Court serves to 
decide the constitutionality of a 
law, not its wisdom or morality. 
Therefore, it should use this op­
portunity to overrule Roe v. 
Wade.
This is not to say that Roe is 
a bad policy. It may well be that 
a majority of Americans believe 
that women have right to 
choose, but this belief alone does 
not make a constitutional right. 
Nor is the function of the Court 
to reflect popular sentiments, as 
justices were given life tenure 
precisely to insulate them from 
such pressure. The will of the 
people in a dem(x:racy is proper­
ly expressed through elected and 
accountable representatives, not 
judges. Difficult decisions such 
as abortion are exactly the is­
sues that must be decided 
democratically through the 
political process.
Due to its constitutional re­
quirement to hear only “cases” 
and “controversies” the Court 
has proven itself utterly' in­
capable of legislating an abor­
tion code. In fact, the only thing 
the Court has been able to do is 
confuse the situation by handing 
down decisions that change 
policy each term. This uncer­
tainty has prompted groups on 
both sides of the issue to call on 
the Court to revisit Roe, which it 
has now agreed to do.
Roe should be overturned be­
cause it is bad constitutional 
law. In 1973, through Roe, the 
Court fashioned a new right to 
abortion with hardly the pretext 
of a legal argument. One sear-
By Jason Crotty
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ches in Vain for a provision or 
clause in the Constitution that 
can plausibly be construed as 
bestowing a right to abortion. 
Contrary to popular belief, there 
is not even an enumerateu 
“right to privacy.”
Given this, it is impossible to 
see what text guides the Court 
when deciding distinctions such 
as parental notification or 24- 
hour waiting periods. A cursory 
reading o f the Constitution 
demonstrates that abortion 
must be read into and not from 
the document.
Nevertheless, the Fourteenth 
Am endm ent provided the 
vehicle for the Court to create 
an abortion right. This amend­
ment was used to g^ve a “fun­
damental” right status to abor­
tion which entitled it constitu­
tional protection. However, at 
the time of its adoption, in 1868, 
abortion was regulated by at 
least 36 states or territories and 
had been for over 100 years.
The inescapable conclusion of 
these facts is that the framers of 
the Fourteenth Amendment did 
not intend to take the issue from
the states. These facts, coupled 
with the continued fierce and oc­
casionally violent debate 
seriously call into question the 
“fundamental” status of abortion 
rights.
Roe was obviously not in­
tended by the framers. Once jus­
tices depart from the original 
understanding of the Constitu­
tion, they have only their per­
sonal philosophies to guide 
them. Most would agree that 
this is not a legitimate basis for 
constitutional adjudication. The 
Court cannot, under the guise of
judicial review, substitute its 
own will for that of a legislature.
The results of Roe have been 
t r e m e n d o u s  a n d  h a v e  
progressed well beyond clinic 
walls. The Court, because of 
Roe, has correctly been seen as a 
political rather than a legal in­
stitution. Recently, marches 
were held in Washington by 
groups on both sides of the abor­
tion issue to commemorate the 
19th anniversary of Roe.
The mere fact that these mar­
ches ended at the Supreme 
Court building rather than the 
Capitol demonstrates that there 
is something profoundly wrong 
with a system where “all legisla­
tive powers” are vested in Con­
gress. The Court in unequipped 
to deal with the pressures of in­
terest groups that properly 
belong in the political arena.
Appointments to the Court 
have become embarrassing spec­
tacles, culminating in the 
Clarence Thomas confirmation 
hearings. The predictable result 
has been a decided drop in the 
quality of nominations as the 
most desirable characteristic 
has become the absence of a 
“paper trail,” especially regard­
ing abortion.
Most industrial nations have 
come up with broadly accepted 
abortion policies, but the U.S. 
will be unable to while Roe 
stands. The Court, by its very 
nature, cannot formulate an 
abortion code, it is the respon­
sibility of legislatures both na­
tionally and in the states to do 
so. Due respect to the issue and 
the Court require that Roe be 
overturned.
Jason Crotty is a political 
science senior.
Athletics are a 
vital instruction
I would like to congratulate 
Russ Livingston for his in- 
depth look into athletics. It is 
about time someone looks 
beyond our uniforms, courts, 
p o o l s ,  s t a d i u m s  a n d  
stereotypes. He saw the part of 
athletics that makes it just as 
important as any other depart­
ment on campus.
For example, don’t the en­
gineers need the math depart­
ment to help them design the 
products of the future? Doesn’t 
the business department need 
the English department to help 
them write professional 
reports. Well, the athletic 
department is just as vital a 
learning tool.
There is not another depart­
ment on this campus that 
teaches what true competition 
and teamwork is really about. 
If you do not realize or have hot 
utilized what you can learn 
from athletics, watch out! The 
people you will be competing
with for that job after gradua­
tion may have!
CarrieAnn Hill 
Human Development
‘Enquirer’ style 
writing is wrong
I’m so tired of seeing your 
writers verbally vomit all over 
the paper and expect us 
readers to lick it up! Time is 
due for people to start standing 
up against this “Enquirer” 
style journalism made up of 
your vyfriters’ ignorant opinions. 
Can’t you at least try to get all 
sides of the picture before you 
write your articles and then 
not get so emotionally at­
tached?
The first thing that really 
upset me was the shredding of 
local sportscaster Mitch Mas­
sey (in a Nov. 25, 1991 opinion 
by David Bock) because he dis­
played “bad journalism” by 
picldng sides on the athletic 
referendum issue. You might 
try working at getting the log 
out of your eye before you start 
on the sliver. Just think about
it...the man’s job is sports! It 
should be assumed that he 
should support the athletic 
referendum.
The next jab was directed at 
a sp>€cific ethnic group inten­
tionally or unintentionally 
through the review of the 
movie “Juice” (Jan. 15 movie 
review by Peter Hartlaub). I 
realize that your writer spoke 
out of ignorance. It’s just too 
bad he didn’t pick up the cue 
that it’s time to be enlightened. 
I may be Anglo-American but I 
know that if  I don’t understand 
a movie because of its ethnic 
base, I go to someone who 
knows rather than just declare 
it worthless. Whether the 
movie was worthwhile is not 
the issue. The issue in my eyes 
is that Hartlaub publicly chose 
to attack an ethnic movie 
knowing he could get away 
with the comments that he 
made at a school like Cal Poly 
with less than 200 African- 
Americans in attendance! Isn’t 
it about time we wrote for 
everybody?
Carlene Wuestefeld 
Credential Program
Professor was Cal Poly should
valuable to Poly promote bicycles
I would like to respond to 
the article on Professor Jorge 
Aguiniga. Although much was 
made of his ethnicity, I do not 
feel enough was said on his 
ability as a teacher.
He taught my first political 
science class at Cal Poly which 
sparked my interest in attend­
ing law school. After two years, 
I still remember many of the 
concepts from his class.
I was particularly impressed 
with his accessibility and the 
interest he took in all the stu­
dents. He provided me with es­
sential information about ap­
plying to law school even after 
I was no longer in his class and 
even though he is not a prelaw 
adviser. As students, we will be 
losing a valuable part of our in­
vestment in education if we 
lose him.
Cherie Evans 
English
I’m writing in response to 
the latest crackdown on bike 
riders at Cal Poly.
Recently, I stumbled across 
the Counties Clean Air Plan. 
Inside the document, it was 
mentioned that a Cal Poly task 
force was created to meet the 
clean air goals.
Here is a sample of their 
conclusion:
"Cal Poly should encourage 
all types o f transportation on 
campus that reduce student 
automobile usage..."
What exactly is Cal Poly 
committed to? I’m certainly 
confused. Although, it’s real en­
couraging to see public safety 
handing out tickets to the self- 
absorbed bicyclist.
Neil B. Collins 
CRP
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Focus on 
tuition fees, 
not athletics
When the Pepsi Cola company 
introduced its beau-t-ful new 
can, nobody complained. When 
David Letterman announces his 
Top 10 List, no one seems to have 
a problem with his No. 1 selec­
tion.
When a politician makes a 
decision that negatively effects 
millions of people, the cries of a 
recall vote can barely be heard.
\et, when more than 5,000 
students vote to keep athletics, a 
minority of students believe its 
their duty to fight what the Cal 
Poly student communii^y wants 
— athletics. These students feel 
they’ve been screwed by the ath­
letic department and want 
everybody to know it.
Student leaders for the 
“Recall the Referendum Vote” 
grumble that tuition fees (or stu­
dent fees as the university refers 
to it) are going up faster than a 
rocket from Cape Canaveral. 
They say this is no time to tack 
on an extra $19 a quarter, or $43 
for that matter.
With the number of classes 
shrinking and the size of classes 
bulging at the seams, these 
people want to repeal the added 
tax. Rightly so.
TheyVe allegedly got 3,000 
signatures of students who want 
to concentrate on education 
rather than athletics. Is it a coin­
cidence that about 5,000 stu­
dents voted against this referen­
dum? How many of those signa­
tures are students who originally 
voted against it? I would say 
easily 99 percent of those people 
voted no.
These people’s intentions to 
have the athletic referendum 
repealed are misguided. Instead, 
their time would be better served 
lobbying Sacramento for a reduc­
tion in proposed tuition in­
creases. There is a big difference 
between $253 and $57. Look at 
the big picture.
Cal Poly, the crowning jewel 
of the California State Univer­
sity system, is sitting on its 
hands when it comes to the rate 
increase. While universities such 
as UG Davis, Cal State 
Sacramento, UC Berkeley and 
UC Santa Barbara are holding 
protests regarding the fee in­
crease, Cal Poly is worried about 
a lousy $19.
At this university there have 
been no active rallies or hunger 
strikes to draw attention to the 
fee hike. Instead, a bunch of stu­
dents are sitting in front of the 
library saying “It’s OK if Gov. 
Wilson doubles tuition, but as. 
long as athletics doesn’t get 
money, we’ve done our job.”
It’s admirable that these stu­
dents are staunchly against ath­
letics — everyone is entitled to 
their own opinion — but this ap­
pears to be a case of getting 
priorities straight. State fee in­
creases deserve much more at­
tention than saving sports at Cal 
See REVIEW, page 6
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’Runners flatten 
Mustangs, 81-65
By Geoff Seratti
Staff Writer
having 
thein
BAKERSFIELD — Despite 
center Shawn Kirkeby back 
lineup, the Mustangs were out- 
muscled Friday offensively and 
defensively by the Cal State 
Bakersfield Roadrunners in a 81-65 
loss.
Before a season-high crowd of 
3,479 at the Activities Center, the 
’Runners outrebounded the Cal Poly 
Mustangs 39-21 on their way to vic­
tory.
The Riiadrunners, No. 18 in the 
NCAA Division II rankings have 
now won 11 of their past 12 home 
games.
Bakersfield’s tall front line was 
too much for the Mustangs as they 
converted many second- and third- 
shot attempts by grabbing 12 offen­
sive rebounds to only two for Cal
Poly.
“They just outplayed us,” said Cal 
Poly Head Coach Steve Beason.
Cal Poly guard Bill Archer iigreed.
“We just couldn’t rebound,” Archer 
said. “We haven’t been shcx)ting well 
lately. We didn’t throw good, crisp 
passes, and they picked them off.”
The Mustangs fell to 15-5 overall 
and 3-4 in the conference. The 
Roadrunners (17-3) stayed in a tie 
with co-CCAA leader UC Riverside 
with a 6-1 record.
Kirkeby, the Mustangs leading 
scorer, started the game despite a 
sprained left ankle, and played 34 
minutes after only playing 17 total 
minutes in two games last weekend.
“We went in and iced his ankle 
during halftime,” Beason said. “A lot 
of it was him sucking it up (the pain) 
tonight.”
Kirkeby had his way in the first
See MEN, page 6
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Poly’s David Delaney passes to a teammate In Friday’s game.
Shootin’ blanks at home
Poly suffers third 
straight defeat at 
Mott Gym, 72-56
By Bryan Bailey
Staff Writer__ __  ________
The home court advantage 
continues to elude the Cal Poly 
women’s basketball team.
The Mustangs lost their third 
game in a row at Mott Gym 
Friday, suffering a 72-56 defeat 
at the hands of the Cal State 
Dominguez Hills Tbros.
Toros Head Coach Van 
Girard credited his team’s 
defense for the win. The 'Ibros 
frustrated the Mustangs’ offense 
in the second half, holding Cal 
Poly to just seven of 25 shots 
from the field. The Mustangs 
shot only 35 percent for the 
game.
“In the second half, I really 
felt we stepped it up a notch 
defensively,” Girard said.
The defensive work created 
several turnovers which led to 
easy scoring opportunities, he 
said.
Dominguez Hills’ defense 
wasn’t the only thing frustrat­
ing Cal Poly Head Coach Jill Or- 
rock Friday.
Sophomore guard Cee Cee 
Nues, one of the Mustangs’ of­
fens ive  th re a ts  on the 
perimeter, “wasn’t 100 percent 
going into the game* due to ill­
ness, Or^ock said.
Adding to the Mustangs’ 
woes was the absence of junior 
forward Kristie McCall, one of 
Poly’s leading rebounders and 
scorers. McCall’s knee injury, 
suffered during Cal Poly’s Jan. 
24 game against Chapman Col­
lege, has turned out to be more 
serious than first suspected.
“It looks very certain that 
Kristie won’t be back for the 
rest of the year, unless some­
thing miraculous happens,” Or- 
rock said. “Not having Kristie 
hurts.”
Orrock described McCall’s in­
jury as a “small tear of the 
lateral ligament in the knee. It’s 
a six-week process to heal.”
The Mustangs have the per­
sonnel to recover from the loss 
of McCall, but not the momen­
tum at this point, Orrock said.
“We still have kids that can
A
RAY SANCHEZ/Mustang Daily
Dominguez Hills’ Chsri Bullet blocks Poly’s Meg Mitchell’s shot 
during Friday’s 72-56 loss. Poly has lost three straight.
do it and just aren’t,” she said. 
“We had no offense. Just about 
every game there is about a 10- 
minute dry spell for us.”
Friday, the Mustangs’ dry 
spell came just before the end of 
the first half.
After outscoring the Toros in 
an 8-0 run to establish a seven- 
point lead, the Mustangs went 
scoreless for the next three 
minutes and 40 seconds.
Poly entered the locker room 
trailing 35-31 after appearing to 
have had the game going their 
way.
“We’re struggling as a team 
right now,” C^ock said. “We
need somebody to put it in the 
basket, now. We haven’t found 
that person yet.”
The loss runs the Mustangs' 
California College Athletic As­
sociation league record to 2-4, 
with a challenging road 
schedule coming up, Orrock 
said.
“We’ve got four out of the 
next six on the road,” she said.
Orrock’s outlook on the rest 
of the season is optimistic, 
however.
“Pomona’s got it locked up, 
but I think the second, third 
and fourth spots are still up for 
See WOMEN, page 6
Mustangs
dominate
Pomona
By Brian Volk
Staff Writer
SWIMMING
The Cal Poly 
M u s t a n g s ’ 
swimming and 
diving teams 
were successful 
in treading a 
clear path to 
victory in Friday’s meet with 
Pomona-Pitzer.
Cal Poly Head Coach Rich FMr- 
man was very pleased with the 
team’s performance and showed 
little surprise with the defeat 
over  the P o m o n a -P i t z e r  
Mudhens, a Ehvision III squad.
The Cal Poly men’s team 
drowned the Mudhens, 150-53, 
by winning 12 out of the 13 
events.
Poly’s Matt Mauser led off the 
first-place 400-yard medley relay 
team with his best time this 
year. He also placed first in the
See SWIMMING, page 6
Pin lifts 
Cardinal to 
deadlock
By Julie Pacheco
Staff Writer
WRESTLING
Even with a 
12-point a d ­
vantage due to 
forfeits, the Cal 
Poly wrestling 
team had to 
settle for a tie 
Saturday with the Stanford Car­
dinal.
Still plagued with injuries, 
the Mustangs were forced to 
replace two starters in the 
lineup, Pat Morrisey and Mike 
Contreras.
Jaime Alvarez replaced Mor­
risey in the 142-pound class, and 
Albert Tabarez took Contreras’ 
spot in the 126-pound class.
“A tie is a little like kissing 
your sister,” said Poly Head 
Coach Lennis Cowell. “We won 
most of the matches I expected to 
win, until the last match.”
Poly’s Eric Schwartz and Seth 
.See WRE.STLIN(i, page 6
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half, scoring 10 of his 14 points. 
In the second half, however, the 
Roadrunners held Poly’s center 
by putting an extra defender on 
him.
“Shawn is a heck of a player, 
but Bakersfield defended him 
well ... I didn’t think we were 
careless with the ball,” Beason 
said.
The top-rated defense in the 
California Collegiate Athletic As­
sociation also defended Poly’s 
potent three-point shooters.
potent three-point shooters.
Cal Poly shot only 20 percent 
from the three-point line in the 
first half, and only 22 percent, 
four of 18, for the game. The 
Mustangs had been sinking more 
than eight three-point shots a 
game.
Despite the 16-point final 
margin, the Mustangs were only 
behind by seven, 36-29, at 
halftime. The Mustangs were 
outrebounded 21-13 in the first 
half, a sign of things to come.
The Roadrunners’ offense 
came alive in the second half as 
they shot a sizzling 72 percent 
from the field.
REVIEW
WOMEN
’Runners’ center Russell Jar­
vis took apart the Mustangs for 
14 points and a team-high 10 
rebounds.
Bakersfield Head Coach Pat 
Douglass said his team played 
well offensively and defensively.
“We played well against a 
tough team. Russell came in and 
sparked us in the second half.”
Cal Poly has the second-best 
offense in the conference, and 
Douglass said the Roadrunners 
didn’t take them lightly.
“We had to sustain our 
defense in the second half. They 
are a good comeback team.”
The Roadrunners run a slow­
paced offense and usually try to 
milk the shot clock down to 10 
seconds before shooting.
Archer said the slow pace af­
fected the Mustangs. “It makes 
every p>ossession more crucial. 
We felt that tonight. We had a lot 
of bad shots.”
Archer had 13 points for the 
Mustangs, and Matt Clawson 
chipped in 12. The Roadrunners 
were led by guard Fred Eckles 
with 15 points, and guard Kenny 
Warren had 14 points and six as­
sists.
Focused performance
SHERRY L. GURTLER/Mustang Daily 
The men’s gymnastics team hosted a Cal Poly Invitational Saturday against Stanford, San Jose 
State, UCSB, Sacramento State and University of Caigary. Piacing sixth, the Mustangs scored 
226 points — matching iast year's peak scores. Above, senior Sean Hearne competes on the rings.
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Poly.
The Cal Poly community 
should turn its attention to the 
tuition increase and fight it tooth 
and nail.
After the college community 
has won that battle, if it has any 
energy left, it should then ad­
dress other concerns.
Personally, those 3,000 signa­
tures would have been better 
served if they were sent to Pete 
Wilson to show Cal Poly’s out­
rage regarding the fee proposal.
If these students don’t get 
their priorities straight, they’re 
going to learn a hard lesson in 
mathematics and government 
rather than a thing about ath­
letics.
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grabs,” she said. “We’re not out of 
the tournament by any means, 
but we’ve got to pick it up and 
gain some ground.”
The lone Mustang to score in 
double figures Friday was fresh­
man forward Christine Rodness 
with 20 points. In contrast, four 
players scored more than 10 
points each for the Toros. Center 
Dionne Vanlandingham had 16 
points and 10 rebounds, while 
the CCAA’s third-leading scorer, 
Cheri Bullet, scored 17 points.
'V, ' ''
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The Cal Poly Mustangs swam past Pomona-Pitzer this weekend.
BRETT MiTCHELiyMusUng DaUy
SWIMMING
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100-yard backstroke with a time of 54.10.
Trevor Sanders claimed victory in two events, 
placing first in the 50-yard freestyle with a time 
of 21.65 and first in the 100-yard freestyle.
Poly’s PJ. Madigan led the heat in the 200- 
yard freestyle with a time of 1:47.73.
He was closely trailed by Poly’s All-American 
junior Scotty Swaboda.
Poly sophomore Bret Heintz was very happy 
wdth the men’s performance.
“Overall, we swam very well,” Heintz said. 
“The women had one national qualifier and that 
raised the enthusiasm level for all of us. It went 
fairly well and we had a lot of fast times.”
The Poly women’s team fared equally well 
with their 141-99 victory. The Mustangs ended
up winning seven out of 13 events.
The spotlight shined brightest on the newly 
claimed national qualifier Shannon Quinn, who 
ripped through the 100-yard butterfly event with 
a time of 1:01.85. She also led the effort in Poly’s 
second-place 400-yard medley relay team.
Firman was pleased with her time.
“She’s one of the top swimmers on the team, 
and I was surprised she made the national 
qualifying time this meet,” Firman said. “I knew 
she could get speed, but not that fast.”
All-American junior and defending national 
champion Stephanie Keller won the 200-yard in­
dividual medley with a time of 2:19.92 and the 
100-meter backstroke.
Keller also began the 400-yard medley relay, 
which set a pool record of 4:09.34, Firman said.
WRESTLING
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Woodill won their matches by 
forfeit to give Cal Poly a 12-point 
advantage over the Cardinal.
Poly junior Joey Dansby 
started the night off with a win 
for the Mustangs, but that would 
be it for the next three matches.
Cal Poly suffered when junior 
Nate Erickson hurt his hand 
during the first period of the his 
match.
“Nate had a good chance of 
winning until he injured his 
hand,” said Assistant Coach 
Robert Tabarez. “But he should 
be back ready for next week.”
Sophomore Jake Gaeir and 
senior Bill Grundier won the 
next two matches of the night to 
bring the Mustangs into the run­
ning.
The last match of the night 
gave Stanford the points it 
needed for a tie.
Senior Aaron Cantrell was 
pinned during the second period 
of the last match against Stan­
ford senior Mark Graham.
“We’re in a slump right now, 
but it’s better to peak at the end 
of the season than at the begin­
ning,” Grundier said.
Stanford Head Coach Cris 
Horpel said he thought his team 
gave a good performance.
“It’s kind of anticlimactic to 
have a tie,” Horpel said. “But I 
thought we wrestled well.”
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WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
f L Y ' I N  f R e e  p e L i V E R V !
1CUr6 : 5un - Wed 11 am -1 am
W[*'V -r
I  V. y v
Thurs - Sat 11 am - 2 am
1000 Higuera • SLO » 541 -4420
One coupon per 
pizza
THREE DOLLARS OFF AND 
TWO FREE SOFT DRINKS 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ANY 16" PIZZA
With one or more toppings 1 0 0 0  Higucra. 610 
. ^  ^  additional toppings extra - 4 4 2 0
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The agreement, announced by 
L ithua nia n  and Russ ian  
negotiators, helps resolve the bit­
ter legacy of Soviet military in­
tervention in one corner of the 
former Soviet empire.
But Russia and Ukraine 
remained at loggerheads Satur­
day over the Black Sea Fleet, the 
most problematic part of the vast 
military machine orphaned by 
the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The Ukrainian defense minis­
ter accused former Soviet navy 
commanders of using force to 
prevent sailors from pledging al­
legiance to Ukraine, where the 
fleet is based. He urged wavering 
servicemen not to give in.
“In a truly lawful and 
democratic state, such as we’re 
trying to build ... no one has the 
right to foist any point of view on 
a serviceman by force. Unfor­
tunately, this is what is happen-
ir Defense Minister Konstan­
tin Morozov said in an appeal 
p u b l i sh e d  by U k ra in ia n  
newspapers.
The three Baltic states — 
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia — 
repeatedly have demanded the 
withdrawal of all former Soviet 
troops from their soil since they 
won independence after the 
August coup.
Offlcials say 128,000 officers 
and men are stationed in the 
Baltics. They have been under 
Russian jurisdiction since the 
breakup of the Soviet Union in 
December.
Their presence is a sore point, 
because their occupation of the 
Baltics ended the countries’ in­
dependence in 1940, and because 
the Soviet military and KGB car­
ried out a brutal crackdown m 
the Baltic independence move­
ments in early 1991.
Poly wine classes prepare 
students for jobs in industry
By Kelli Harris
Staff Writer
Classes Friday nights, classes 
on some Saturdays all day, a 
term project and a whole lot of 
information on wine can only add 
up to one thing: Cal Poly’s wine 
marketing program.
Agribusiness professor Phil 
Doub is the primary coordinator 
for the wine marketing program. 
The program teaches students 
what the professionals feel new 
employees need to know about 
the wine marketing industry, 
Doub said.
Doub worked in the wine in­
dustry in Paso Robles and in the 
Napa Valley. Doub saud the real 
motivator for beginning the class 
here is that wine is the second- 
largest agribusiness crop in the 
state and Cal Poly needs to be in-
Cal Poly ~ San Luis Obispo 
Student Affairs Division -- Housing Department
4 re You Interested in Becoming a Resident Adviser?
If so, please attend 
one of these information 
sessions.
Applications will be 
available there!
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For further information, contact Carole Hansen, 
Resident Student Development Office, at 756-5600.
Lambda Chi Alpha Spring Rash
Nearly 14 years ago, 
the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 
placed an ad in Mustang Daily 
in which students were sought 
to form a chapter at Cal Poly.
Since then. Lambda 
Chi Alpha has become one of 
the most widely recognized 
fraternities at Cal Poly, and its 
brothers continue to look for 
new members.
Through the upcoming 
Interfratemity Council Spring 
Rush, the men of Lambda Chi 
Alpha are again encouraging 
students to join their family and 
continue the traditions, priciples 
and ideals of this fraternity.
Here are a few  
examples of what composes the 
strong bonds shared by the 
brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha;
Associate Member 
Program - Unlike most 
fraternities. Lambda Chi Alpha 
has no pledge period; but rather 
an Associate Member Program. 
The A.M. Program integrates 
the new member into the 
fraternity -  essentially teaching 
him what it means to be a brother
Schedule
Monday 2/3
Event; Casino Night
Friday 2/7
Event: Tri-Tip BBQ
Place; 1050 Osos St. (Above Place; 1617 Santa Rosa St.
Woodstock's Pizza) 
Time: 7;00 p.m.
Time: 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday 2/6
Tueadi^ 2/4
Event; Smoker/Siide Show
Event: Casual Night
Place: 1617 Santa Rosa St.
Place: 1050 Osos St. 
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Time; 5:00 p.m.
Thursday 2/8 Lambda Chi Alpha
Event: Lambda CN Chapter Skit Rush Chairman
Place; 1617 Santa Rosa St. Greg Jamroz 
544-3150(Lambda Chi House) 
Time: 7:00 p.m.
by having him fulfill the role.
The Aloha Code - 
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha 
follow The Alpha Code -- a 
conduct code which has largely 
contributed to the success and 
uniqueness of the Cal Poly 
chapter.
Sports - The strong 
spirit of brotherhood has helped 
Lambda Chi Alpha be 
competitive in IFC athletic 
events and in the annual Greek 
Week challenge.
Acadflmica-Asoneof 
Cal Poly's larger houses (more 
than 100 members). Lambda 
Chi Alpha offers a diverse 
brotherhood. This includes
brothers with various majors 
who help other members 
maintain high standards in 
academics.
SflClala - To make 
college life rrx}re exciting, 
Lambda Chi Alpha holds 
numerous socials.
The brothers of 
Lambda Chi Alpha want you to 
make a comm itm ent to 
excellence -  for yourself arxj 
their fraternity. A commitment 
to the highest standards and 
working to maintain them.
Become a man arrx)ng
men.
Rush Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Paid Advartisemant
volved in it.
The series of four classes is of­
fered through Cal Poly’s Ex­
tended Education and are avail­
able to current Cal Poly students 
through CAPTURE.
The classes are recommended 
for students and professionals 
who wish to learn more about 
wine production, have a market­
ing background, are in the in­
dustry or who have the instruc­
tor’s consent, Doub said.
The program has been ofTered 
since 1990, and so far, Doub said, 
about 150 students have taken at 
least one of the classes and at 
least 25 have gone into the in­
dustry.
Classes are offered winter, 
spring and fall quarters.
Throughout the quarter, 
professionals visit the class to il­
lustrate what the wine industry 
is really like.
“ L o ca l  w in e r y  T a l l e y  
Vineyards visited the class last 
Saturday and showed us their 
marketing plans which helped us 
see what some wineries may be 
doing in the future,” said Nina 
Schatz, an agribusiness senior 
enrolled in the class.
“I am taking the classes be­
cause it gives me an opportunity 
to broaden my marketing skills 
so that I will have more to offer 
employers, and now I will be 
more familiar with the wine in-
dustry.”
The two-unit class costs $114 
for students not enrolled at Cal 
Poly but who take the course 
through Extended Education. 
Many wineries finance their 
employees’ attendance of these 
classes, said Doub.
Cal Poly is trying to get more 
of a viticulture program both by 
trying to grow grapes and by ad­
ding the wine marketing 
program, which will give stu­
dents the skills the industry 
wants, Doub said.
UC Davis, Sonoma State, and 
UC Berkeley also have wine 
marketing programs, according 
to a senior project by agribusi­
ness graduate Leslie Wilburn. 
Cal Poly’s program is designed 
after them.
The class is made up of lec­
ture presentations. Topics of 
classes include: distributing and 
pricing, government regulations 
and compliance, packaging, and 
micro/macro statistics and 
analysis. Some of these classes 
are taught by professionals in 
the industry, Doub said.
Cal Poly’s program is at a dis­
advantage financially when com­
pared to the lower costs of at­
tending a community college, 
Doub said. He said Cal Poly does 
get support from wineries, but 
we would like to keep it funded 
by the university.
WELLNESS
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statistics have shown that its use 
among teenagers has leveled off, 
death from cocaine is still a com­
mon occurrence in emergency 
rooms all over the country.
In the mid-’80s, it was dis­
covered that cocaine could be 
mixed with several common 
household agents like baking 
soda. This mixture, called crack, 
would yield a small set of rocks 
that when smoked would 
produce a rapid, moderate high. 
Dependence develops quickly 
with crack. Crack is a cheaper 
form of cocaine and thus has be­
come an economically affordable 
drug to all.
The number of cocaine users 
in the upper and upper-middle 
class has declined, but it is the 
lower socioeconomic areas that 
have had a huge increase in its 
use. Many people believe that 
the upper class has moved away 
from cocaine because education 
is more accessible, but to the 
poor, education about drug abuse 
is still lacking.
The more we learn about the 
effects of cocaine on the brain, 
the more complex it gets. 
Cocaine causes chemical altera­
tions in the brain, which lead to 
over- stimulation of the central 
nervous system. The effects 
begin within a few minutes, 
usually peak around 15-20 
minutes later and then disap­
pear within an hour. There is an 
increase in temperature, blood 
pressure, heart rate, breathing 
rate and a dilation of the pupils.
Most people report feelings of 
extreme hyperactivity, paranoia 
and intense irritability or rest­
lessness, often to the point where 
the person loses touch -with 
reality. At high doses, hallucina­
tions of touch, taste, smell and 
sight are common. These altera­
tions in perception cause people 
to act or behave strangely, which 
may result in a danger to them­
selves or others. This is usually 
fo l lowed by a period o f  
psychological depression and ex­
treme exhaustion known as “the 
cocaine blues.”
Medically, cocaine had some 
benevolent relevance for such 
things as anesthesia for mucous 
membranes. However, now 
cocaine has been replaced by 
drugs that mimic its anesthetic 
properties, yet lack a strong ef­
fect on the central nervous sys­
tem.
There are myriad dangers as­
sociated with cocaine use, some 
minuscule and some huge. The 
repeated snorting of cocaine 
leads to severe nasal septum ir­
ritation and a constant runny 
nose. Injection of cocaine with 
unsterile needles exposes the 
user to infections such as 
hepatitis and AIDS.
Converting street cocaine into 
a more pure and powerful sub­
stance and then smoking it, or 
“freebasing,” causes the brain to 
become saturated very quickly. 
FVeebasing is the more common 
way for an overdose to occur. An 
overdose of cocaine, which tends 
to vaiy tremendously from one 
individual to another, leads to 
convulsions, respiratory and/or 
cardiac arrest and then death.
Cocaine is dangerously addic­
tive. Cocaine addicts center their 
lives around their dependency, 
spending huge sums of money 
and even resorting to crime to 
supply their addiction.
The cycle of addiction is dif­
ficult to break because as addicts 
develop a tolerance to cocaine 
they must consume more and 
more in order to create the same 
effect. Eventually, addicted 
people no longer consume the 
drug in order to feel good or high, 
but to keep from feeling bad.
Due to the high price, growing 
demand and limited supply of 
cocaine, there has been a wide­
spread use of substitute drugs 
that resemble cocaine and have 
similar stimulant effects. These 
substances are generally diluted 
samples that contain other items 
such as flour, talc, sugar, caffeine 
and soaps.
Barry Politi is a biochemistry 
major and a member o f Cal Poly 
Peer Health Education.
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Soviet breakup confuses nuclear arms race
By Geoff Seratti
Staff Writer
The debate over who controls 
the now-defunct Soviet Union’s 
nuclear arsenal is raising con­
siderable questions around the 
world, and in Physical Science 
171.
Last December, the former 
Soviet Union dissolved into 11 
republics under the new Com­
monwealth of  Independent 
States.
Four of those republics have 
the majority of the former Soviet 
nuclear weapons on their soil — 
Ukraine, Belorussin, Kazakhstan 
and Russia. Russia has over 
17,000 warheads.
John Poling, a physics profes­
sor, teaches Physical Science 
171, The Nuclear Arms Race, at 
Cal Poly. He said he is less wor­
ried about nuclear war, but in­
stead, who will control the 
weapons.
“This is all changing daily,” 
Poling said. “We (the United 
States) just signed the START 
Treaty (to reduce weapons) with 
the Soviet Union, which now 
doesn’t exist.”
Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin said in a Newsweek ar-
WOMEN
MUSTANG
D A I L Y
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in management positions.
“At the Telegram-Tribune 
now, one out of five editors is a 
woman,” said Fairbanks. “I don’t 
think at this point today they’re 
(men) consciously discriminating 
against women.
“It’s just that they don’t have 
that many women to choose 
from.”
The panelists also discussed 
the issue of the family and how it 
has affected their careers.
Two of the women on the 
panel have children and are mar­
ried while the other two have 
remained single.
The single panelists felt that 
it was a disadvantage to be 
single.
Thsch said married women 
are considered off limits by the 
men who work with them, but 
it’s a different story for women 
who are single.
The two women with families 
have had to make personal 
choices that have affected their 
careers.
Fairbanks said her decision to 
have children and to live in a 
small town has limited her 
career as a journalist.
“I don’t think my skills have 
limited me, but my personal 
choices have,” Fairbanks said.
Another type of discrimina­
tion touched on by Tasch was the 
content of news in the media.
“Content of the media is not 
really geared toward women in 
general,” said Tasch. “Subjects 
are selected by editors who are 
men who may not be interested 
in women’s issues.”
As for the future, the 
panelists said they do not see 
any immediate changes occur­
ring.
“We as a society are changing 
our attitudes slowly,” Tasch said. 
“The economy could help because 
women will take jobs for less 
money.
“The younger generation of 
men may also help the situation. 
Younger people today develop 
more equal relationships then in 
my day. Maybe this will spill 
over into the workplace.”
/
X,
HANS HESS/Mustang Daily
Physics professor John Poling, who teaches Physical Science 171, The Nuclear Arms Race, is 
worried about who controls the weapons of the former Soviet Union.
tide last month “ ... the republics 
are not going to have control of 
nuclear weapons. Nuclear arms 
will be centrally controlled.” 
Yeltsin said he wants the 
nuclear weapons to be put under
the Russian Republic’s authority. 
But when the Ukraine voted Dec. 
1 to make itself a fully independ­
ent nation, it expressed the 
desire that warheads be moved 
to Russia only if they are to be
destroyed.
Poling said, “I don’t know 
what’s happening with control 
right now. It’s frightening if they 
don’t have viable central con­
trol.”
Nancy Culver of the local 
Mothers for Peace group is 
troubled about more than just 
the weapons.
“The most worrisome (issue) 
to me is not even the weapons, 
but the thousands of nuclear 
scientists and technicians who 
are standing in bread lines. 
They’ve got a commodity to sell 
to interested buyers.”
Culver said everyone in the 
former Soviet Union is desperate 
for cash and when someone of­
fers hard currency, it is going to 
be tempting. “We could be giving 
birth to 100 new nuclear 
powers.”
A Time magazine article in 
December listed many countries 
close to obtaining nuclear 
capability.
North Korea is closest, accord­
ing to the article. Prior to the 
Gulf War, Iraq was only one year 
away from developing the bomb. 
Algeria is listed in the same ar­
ticle as having two nuclear reac­
tors and could develop a bomb in 
10 years.
Poling also said the danger is 
more than just the nuclear 
weapons themselves. He said the 
economy is a mess in the Com- 
See NUCLEAR, page 10
"A/UX^ , our powerful version o f  UND ,^ is destined to be the multi vendor operating system o f choice 
... it’s easy, powerful! Once it’s working with the incredibleRlSC/M acintoslf architecture 
now on the drawing board, it’ll be the answer to everyones’ wish list... ”
‘‘Our whole approach to human interface- object-oriented programming, open systems, 
internationalization -  it’s bridging the gap between users, computers, the whole ball o f w ax ... ”
“Macintosh was destined to become the desktop multimedia powerhouse. QuickTime™ seems to 
have cemented the position set up by our state-of-the-art imaging and knockout graphics. . . ”
“This represents incredible opportunity fo r  people with a  BS, MS, PhD in Computer Science, 
Computer Engineering or Electrical Engineering. Sign up with your Career Planning 
and Placement Center fo r  our on-campus interviews. ”
Wednesday & Thursday 
February 5 & 6,1992
Apple Computer has a corporate commitment to the principle of diversity.
In that spirit, we welcome applications from all individuals. Women, minorities, veterans 
and disabled individuals are encouraged to apply.
The power to be your best."
©1992 Apple Computer,*Inc.’ Apple, the Apple logo, .Macintosh and A/UX are registered trademarks and QuickTime is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark of Unix Systems Uboratones
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Ag program promotes Hispanic leadership n u c le a r
By Rick Shandley 
Staff Writer
What started as a vision is 
fast becoming a reality for the 
Hispanic Agribusiness Leader­
ship Program (HALF) at Cal 
Poly.
The program was developed 
through the vision of people who 
are concerned about the future of 
agriculture and the role of 
Híspanles in that field.
“This group is Hispanic-led 
and Hispanic-organized,’' said 
agnbusiness professor Phillip 
Doub.
The mission of the program is 
to create a learning environment 
that encourages Hispanics to 
function effectively in all facets 
of American society while 
celebrating the traditions and 
values of their heritage.
Agriculturally focused leader­
ship and motivational seminars 
for high school and college stu-
dents will begin in March.
These seminars will be after­
school meetings with students, 
teachers and parents.
Two agribusiness students, a 
professor from Cal Poly and at 
least one Hispanic agribusiness 
leader will contribute to the 
program presentation.
“Any time we come into con­
tact with an outreach group, we 
would like to provide something 
of value as far as leadership, 
something they can use im­
mediately,”
Doub said.
“We’re actually going into the 
community with educational and 
motivational programs that will 
give them leadership skills so 
they can compete in political, 
economic and cultural areas,” 
said Ricardo Valencia, an 
agribusiness senior and the ex­
ecutive director of HALF.
“It’s important for the stu­
dents to see faculty from Cal
Poly, faculty that really cares,” 
Valencia said.
One purp>ose of the com­
munity program is to get stu­
dents to consider college as a 
reachable goal, Valencia said. He 
said they hope to achieve that by 
having students be exposed to 
positive kx;al role models, Valen­
cia said.
“We want to get students ex­
cited about agriculture and ex­
cited about a college education,” 
he said.
“We need Hispanic educators. 
The fact is there aren’t very 
many,” Valencia said.
“The success of this program 
is that we’re not waiting for the 
need to be met. We’re going out 
there and filling that need,” he 
said.
“The strength of our program 
is that it is coming from us. We 
understand the problems and 
traditions of the Hispanic fami­
ly,” he said.
“The work ethic that has been 
instilled in me, the determina­
tion and the drive — that comes 
from a rural community,” Valen­
cia said.
“That kind of drive and deter­
mination is a powerful t(xil, and 
that’s an advantage,” he said.
A strategy of HALF is to turn 
the negative association many 
Hispanics have of their agricul­
tural background into a positive 
image.
The program is designed to 
show students the wide array of 
opportunities they have open to 
them in the agricultural in­
dustry.
“All three areas (high school, 
college, business) of the
program will be integrated at 
various p>oints so the role model 
process can reinforce and 
motivate the students and their 
parents that agriculture does 
offer opportunity on a profes­
sional level,” Valencia said.
How Do You Make 
a Mach 2 Fighter 
Turn on 
a Dime?
Ask Parker Bertea 
Aerospace.
The F A-18 s : ''e c* Te most
maneuverace ai"cra*T e.e^ its inno­
vative quaanjoiex. Oigital tiy-oy-wire 
flight control system significantly im­
proves handling while offering unpar­
alleled flexibility and redundancy.
Parker Bertea Aerospace played a 
significant role in developing this re­
markable system. Each F/A-18 has 
two control-by-wire trailing edge flap 
actuators that precisely control trailing 
edge surfaces. Using dual-parallel 
position servocylinders, the actuators 
ad)ust flaps from 8’  up to 20° down 
in flight, and as much as 45° down 
during landing.
But our role in making the Hornet 
agile doesn't stop at design and 
development. Parker Bertea also 
handles maintenance of these 
sophisticated actuator systems for 
commercial as well as military 
customers.
How Do You Get Involved 
in Every Major Aircraft in 
the Free World?
Enroll in our Employee Intern Pro­
gram. You’ll then be part of the team 
whose products are aboard every
V
major military and civilian aircraft in 
the Free World. In just 10 months, 
you’ll be exposed to virtually all our 
mapr operating areas. So you can 
explore a wide variety of options in 
finding a place with us. If you’re 
completing studies In any of the fol­
lowing areas, we’d like to talk to you.
• Manufacturing Engineering
• Engineering Technology
• Quality Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Business
• Accounting
• Production Control/Operations
• Purchasing
• Computer Science
On Campus In terview s  
Tiiesday March 3, 1992
If you cannot attend, please send you 
resume to: Parker B ertea Aero* 
space, Employment Dept., 
Attn: College Relations, 
18321 Jam boree Road,
Irvine, CA 92715. Equal Oppor­
tunity Employer. M/F/HA/.
Flight Years Ahead
Parker Bertea Aerospace
Parker Hannifin Corporation
(^1990. Parker Bertea Aerospace All rights reserved
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monwealth of  Independent 
States, and people are going 
hungry.
He had three main concerns 
about the nuclear situation. “One 
is the actual selling of weapons 
for cold cash. Many countries 
that want them are oil-rich. 
Second, the nuclear materials to 
make these weapons (like 
uranium and plutonium) may be 
sold. Obtaining these materials 
is one of the most difficult parts 
of making nuclear weapons.”
Third, Poling said, is that 
other countries may be able to 
buy the expertise to make 
nuclear weapons by offering sub­
stantial amounts of money to 
former Soviet nuclear experts.
Culver said she believes the 
new republics which made up the 
former Soviet Union “will hold 
strong in their positions regard­
ing the nuclear weapons.
“I don’t think too many 
republics are ready right now to 
give up control of weapons that 
they have.”
She said Yeltsin wants power. 
“My view of Yeltsin is he’s more 
interested in his own power than 
anything else. He’s power- 
hungry for Russia.”
Only time will tell how the 
nuclear situation in the Com­
monwealth of  Independent 
States turns out.
Poling said “It’s a real con­
cern. The United States is aware 
of the concern. 'We need to do 
something to help ... I think the 
Soviets are going to destroy a lot 
of nuclear weapons, and we'll 
probably follow suit.”
SUMMERSON
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dent Baker, to tell you the 
honest truth. He’s the one who 
put the pressure on the (ASI) 
Board of Directors to have the 
referendum vote in November. 
Why was (he) pushing so hard? 
Coaches’ contacts? I don’t think 
so,” she said.
“I would have expected her to 
do something, (but) I didn’t ex­
pect her to take on the whole sys­
tem,” said Cindy’s boyfriend, 
computer engineering senior 
Brad Schuler.
“She’s doing a great job. She’s 
getting all the information, and 
she’s got a good plan. It takes a 
lot of her time, but I support her 
in that,” he said.
Her experiences in dealing 
with the athletic referendum 
issue have left Summerson with 
a bleak opinion of campus ad­
ministration. She believes the 
average Cal Poly student has “no 
control” in determining his or 
her financial destiny.
“It has become a personal bat­
tle,” Summerson said. “I am not 
anti-athletics, but I think (the 
$43-per-quarter fee increase for 
athletics) is way too much to ask. 
We’re going to have the highest 
(IRA) fees in the CSU system by 
a large margin. I don’t think 
that’s fair,” she said.
Despite President Baker’s 
decision to approve the fee in­
crease, Summerson plans to con­
tinue. “My work is not completed 
regarding the athletic referen­
dum.”
And, after all her hard work, 
what if ASI calls for a re-vote, 
and her drive to repeal the ath­
letic referendum fails?
“I’ll cry,” she said. “If it fails 
legitimately, if I feel that the 
election was legitimate and it 
fails by a fairly decent margin, 
then maybe I’ll shut up. Maybe.”
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¡Doctors first noticed about 10 
years ago that stroke victims 
often have antibodies in their 
blood that are directed against 
phospholipids, a key part of all 
cells in the body. But until now, 
no clear evidence existed that 
they played any role in causing
strokes.
The new research, conducted 
at 16 hospitals, found that people 
with recent strokes were twice as 
likely as other folks to have 
these antibodies in their 
bloodstreams.
The findings indicate these 
antibodies could be as important
a risk factor for stroke as 
diabetes, which has long been 
recognized as increasing the 
chances of stroke.
“This may be a risk factor of 
major public health importance,” 
said Dr. Steven J. Kittner of the 
University of Maryland.
STATE
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scientists knew before the shut­
tle Discovery touched down 
Thursday at Edwards Air Force 
Base that at least one of their ex­
periments was a success.
On Wednesday, near the end 
of the flight, payload specialist 
Roberta Bondar held the clear
plastic experiment container up 
to a camera, which beamed back 
to Earth images of the crystals 
growing inside.
The virus crystals turned out 
to be five to 10 times larger than 
what biochemist Alex McPherson 
and his colleagues have been 
able to grow in their lab at UCR.
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***AMA*** 
MEETING 
T uesday 11 am 
DEXTER 227 
SPECIAL GUEST 
Andersen 
Consulting
**AMA**
SPEAKER DINNER 
FEB. 7 at EMBASSY SUITES 
SPEAKER: DAVE PULASKI 
OF Abt Associates Inc.
"The Green Revolution"
Tickets $12 on sale til 2/4
ATTENTION SCI & MATH MAJORS
Join Your School Council 
Still Positions Available 
Meetings Mondays ( ^ P M  in UU207 
QuesiionsiCall David @544-7198
Hispanic
Business
Student
Association
Speaker Tomorrow;Anderson Cns. 
Tues. 11am Business Bldg Rm 204
HRMA
HUMAN RESOURCE MGT ASSOCIATION 
Now Meets Every Other Tuesday 
Next Mtg 2-4 Bldg 02-205 11AM 
PRESEtlTATION ON BENEFITS 
All Majors Wolcoma!
Gr^ ek Nows
DELTA
UPSILON
AY
MON 3:00pm
TRI-TIP BBQ
MOTT GYM LAWN 
TUE 6:00pm
FIGHT NIGHT
BURRITOS& SUBS @ 796  
FOOTHILL BLVD. TKO DELI 
WED 6:00pm
PIZZA & SLIDES
AT WOODSTOCKS 100 HIGUERA ST 
THUR 6:00pm
SOUTH OF THE 
BORDER NIGHT
61 BROAD ST COME EAT SOME TACOS 
SAT 12:00 NOON
SPORTS BBQ
V BALL AT CUESTA PARK 
FOR RIDES/INFO CALL 544-9842
IEEE MTG
Tues. Feb. 4, 7pm, Bldg 14,249 
Guest Speaker: AMD 
FREE PIZZA & SOFT DRINKS!
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
informal meeting 
tonight from 6 - 8 at 
WOODSTOCKS!
Join us for great pizza and 
libations!
See you there!
A n m o u n c s m s n t s
*POLY PHASE*
FINAL PAYBACKS! Thurs., Feb.6 
ME P Bldg (40) 11 am to 12pm
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
VALENTINES DAY
MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR AD 
IN FOR YOUR SWEETIE!! 
LOOK FOR THE SPECIAL V-DAY 
FORMS IN THE UU. THE PAPER 
OR AT OUR OFRCE. DEADLINE 
IS FEB. 12 @ 5PM
ALPHA BETAS!
Hang in there! The fun has just 
begun! Love, SK
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW 
GAMMA PHI INITIATES! WAY TO GO 
PHIS! YOU ARE ALL STUDS!!
DELTA TAU
THE LAST TRUE FRATERNITY
" AT p1^L~M EYER
CONGRATULATIONS ON INITIATION 
YOUR DAD GO 90 DWA
EXTREME
PIKE
SPRING RUSH
MON-MEET MEN HKE SNACK BAR 
TUES- PASTA W/PIKES ODDFELLOWS 
HALL 520 DANA ST 
WED-CASINC, TAHOE SNACK BAR 
(ALL EVENTS 7:00)
FOR INFO: ROB 543-4216
ZX RUSH
A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE 
MON 3 Slide Show Sandwich Plant 
WED 5 Sigs & Subs 329 Kentucky 
THU 6 Fight Nite 329 Kentucky 
SAT 8 Sports BBO Santa Rosa Pk. 
MON 10 Sig Smoker Cuesta Cyn. 
Lodge By Izzy’s Coat & Tie 
Any Ouestions, Rides - 
Steve 542-9112
CONGRATULATIONS 
A£T1 Taus!! 
A.I.V.V.WÜ
BETA THETA PI
Woufd like to thank all those 
who participated in the 
LA SKI AND SUN TRIP 
It was a BLAST
Greek Nem
KDE
Find out why,
we’re the largest nationwide.
Tuesday, Feb 4 
"Comedy Night", Live stand-up 
7:30pm at the Sandwich Plant
Wednesday, Feb. 5 
"Crossfire with lOE" Take your 
best shot at the brothers. We 
will answer all your questions 
7:30pm at the Sandwich Plant
Friday, Feb. 7
Come dance the night away at 
our "Beach Luau"! 
weather permitting 
6:30pm at Avila Beach
Saturday, Feb. 8 
"Club Underground" Sometimes, 
Fun should be a mystery. 
Black attire please. 
7:30pm in the Staff Dining Rm.
For rides or more information, 
call Mark Millis at 489-6020 
or Josh Brown at 541-9432
THETA CHI 
SPRING RUSH
MONDAY-BUFFALO WINGS 
6:30 AT 844 UPHAM ST. 
TUESDAY-BBQ WITH THE BROTHERS 
5:00 ON THEATRE LAWN 
SEE OUR LARGE AD
Z FA
HOPE YOU HAD AN EXCELLENT 
SPRING RUSH!!
FOB
AZO
SPRING RUSH
February 3-9
Monday 7pm-Bachelor Party 
Wednesday 7pm-Robotic Boxing 
Thursday 6:30pm-lnvite Dinner 
Saturday 12pm-Sports Day & BBQ 
Sunday 6:30pm-Smoker(Coat & Tie)
All events at 
244 California Blvd.
For ride or information call: 
543-9818
Sigma Nu Rush 
"Nu Horizon"
Feb 3 Lasagne Dinner Monday Club 
Feb 4 Casino Night Staff Dining 
Feb 6 Slide Show Sandwich Plant 
Fab 8 Smoker AXO House 
All events begin at 6:30pm
AEn RUSH
Tues Feb 4 Woodstock Pizza at 
Woodstocks 6:00 pm 
Thur Feb 6 Tri Tip at House 6 pm 
Sat Feb 8 Breakfast at House 
at 1pm
280 California 541-3457
NO RUSH CARD 
REQUIRED
Don't miss...
AEO'S
Bachelor
Party
with Mercedes and Mia 
Monday 7pm
Axn SIGMAS 
IT'S LYRE WEE
The actives love you!
Greek News
BETA THETA PI 
SPRING RUSH
MONDAY FEB 3RD
TRI-TIP BAR-B-QUE 6:00PM 
AT THE HOUSE: 1252 FOOTHILL 
TUESDAY FEB 4TH 
SUBS AND SLIDES 7:00 PM 
AT HOUSE 
THURSAY FEB 6TH 
PIZZA AND COMEDY 7:00PM 
SNACKBAR 
SATURDAY FEB 8TH 
BAR-B-QUE WITH SORORITY 1:00PM 
AT HOUSE 
SUNDAY FEB 9TH 
SMOKER 6:00PM 
__ INVITATION ONLY_______
"ONE FRATERNITY"
SIGMA ALPHA EPISLON 
SPRING RUSH
TONIGHT!
EAE SLIDESHOW
STAFF ROOMS (BY SNACK BAR)
7:00 PM SEMI FORMAL
A Xn wishes a huge congratulations 
to Nancy Young on her recent 
engagement to Darren Young!
KZOZ-FMS Inner Edge Live at 
YOUR Party! Area's largest 
selection of Modern Rock/Alt.
Music. Call 542-0367 for 
booking information.
W a n t e d
' CÍGÁ RÉTTÉ S M O K E R S ^  "^
TO HELP ME COMPLETE MY SENIOR 
PROJECT. CALL JANICE AT 545-8092 
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Fastpitch Softball Players Wa­
nted For Tryouts With Local 
Team Tournaments! Call 544-6685.
S a r v i c a a
San Luis Obispo 
Eating Disorder 
Recovery Program
Thurs. night group begins Feb.6th.
For FFTEE phone consultation 
CALL Mon.-Sun. 8am-10pm 543-9193
Word Proc^atiig
KINKO'S Hourly Computer Rental 
Work at our place, at your pace.
Lots of Programs. Laser Printers.
973 Foothill 543-0771 OPEN 24 HOURS! 
894 543-3363 Open 7 Days.
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS-CALL MARY 481-5143
R&R Word Processing (Rona),
laser prtr,stud.rates 544-2591
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Mac w/ 
Laser Printer. Laura -  549-8966
Robin to the Rescue
Word Processing
Quick * Professional * Accurate 
"FASTER THAN A SPEEDING DEADLINE!" 
Call 543-1668 - In Downtown SLO
SYNERGY
WORD PROCESSNG 773-5773 
TERM PAPERS» RESUMES-FAST
Opportunities
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPP. Be a 
counselor at CAMP WAYNE-N'Y PA 
(3 hr-NYC). Sports-oriented, 
all land/water sports, camping 
computers, arts. See us: Ea PO, 
Tue., Feb 25, Chumash Aud,
Call 516-883-3067 for info.
HEY YOUIII BACKSTAGE PIZZA is 
looking for perfromers to 
brighten up Their stage (BANDS 
Solo arttists, speakers.etc.)
For more info on how You can 
Perform Drop By Backstage or 
call 756-4089-Ask 4 Jeanette
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $5000+/month.
Free transportationIRoom & 
Board! Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary.
Mala or Female.
For employment program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. 211
ATTENTION: Excellent income 
for home assembly work 
504-646-1700. DEPT. P6492
Job opportunity or 
Senior Project 
Student to Coordinate 
Children’s Activity hour 
Saturday Mornings at El Corral 
Call Theresa at ext. 5317
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS WITH 
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS 
AVERAGE EARNINGS $6,000-$16,000 
PTSPRING,FT SUMMER. 
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
INFO/APPLICATIONS 800-400-9332
SUMMER MANA'flTiMENT INTERM5MIP
INTERVIEWS NOW TAKING PLACE. 
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE­
MANAGING ALL ASPECTS OF A 
SUCESSFUL BUSINESS. SUCCESS­
FUL APPLICANTS WILL UNDERGO 
EXTENSIVE TRAINING. AVERAGE 
GROSS PROFIT $11,287.
LAST CHANCE FOR INTERVIEWS. 
CALL TRIPLE 'A' STUDENT PAINTERS 
FOR INFORMATION NOW 1800-3946000
WANTED 100 PEOPLE 
We will pay you to lose 
10-29 lbs in 30 days. ALL 
NATURAL (805)655-5637
•■.VAV.VASSSW
MIsoellimeous
GET THIN AND STAY THERE 
IT WORKED FOR ME: 489-1363
O p p o r t u f i lt l9 $
Do You Run Out Of M o n ^  Before 
You Run Out Of Month? Turn The 
Tables With Extra Income From 
Inieresting Part-Time Work. We 
Show You How. Phone For 
Appointment. 528-5057
c  1W2 WtTffKXvOntnbufd &y Pf—  Syn»cat>
For
1983 CHRYSLER LABARON CONVERT­
IBLE TOWN AND COUNTRY 466-9784 
___________466-0609 $3500.00
Refrig For Sale
19cu.ft w/freezer works grt 
___ $50 obo 549-8044 STEVE P
Trade
My 5 string banjo for six string 
(steel) guitar. 544-7036
M o p o d $  4tt
HONDA SCOOTER
1986 Low miles Good Condition 
$325 obo call 541-3727
86 Mustang CNV
GT WHITE/BLACK T O f^ S P D  5 0 HO 
ENG, LOADED $9500 OBO 773-0561
R d o m ir n t b s
Room 4 Rent own bdrm near Poly 
bkyrd garage 250/mo. 543-9385
ùnteti Housing
1 Bedroom in 2 Bedroom apt.
Near Gus's Large room $300/mon.
Ask For Mike or Joe 542-9042
PLAN AHEAD
OWN ROOM AND H BATH,OUIET CONDO 
WASHER-DRYER, HOT TUB, $325 MO 
AVAIL SPR QTR 546-0256, DANA
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
0 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO,CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
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tried to get into the refrigerator.
The daily schedule was dif­
ferent as well.
The morning would start at 
9:30 a.m., when I would venture 
to the shower to see if there was 
hot water. After showering — or 
not — I would get dressed and 
prepare for class.
Next, a quick run down to the 
cafeteria to see what was being 
served for breakfast.
Breakfast was one of my 
favorite meals because the kasha 
was very tasty. It also was the 
one thing I could look forward to 
seeing every morning during the 
four months I was in St. 
Petersburg.
Kasha is a traditional Russian 
breakfast which looks like thick 
Cream of Wheat. Add a little 
homemade Russian jam, honey 
or sugar and you have all the 
carbohydrates you’d want in the 
morning.
On special occasions we ate 
“bleeney,” which is something in 
between pancakes and crepes.
Tea is served with every meal. 
Maybe once or twice a week juice 
was available. Milk was served 
occasionally, but was unpas­
teurized and lasted only two to 
three days in the refrigerator.
As a s tu d e n t  in St. 
Petersburg, my school day ran 
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
First was language class. My
intensive language class had 
only four students. Instructors 
spoke Russian and used English 
only as a last resort.
The only English instruction 
was for courses such as Russian 
History, Contemporary Life in 
the Soviet Union, Russian 
Literature and so on.
Having made it through the 
morning’s intensive language 
session, lunch would be served in 
the cafeteria from 1:15 to 2 p.m. 
Whatever it was, it was served 
with tea. Lunch was better than 
dinner, but usually it was bland.
The kitchen helpers, however, 
were conscientious and tried to 
cater to our tastes as best they 
could.
Classes were held in the wing 
adjacent to our dormitory. In lan­
guage class, we would sing Rus­
sian songs while dancing in 
circles, do stretching exercises in 
Russian, play with dolls, talk in 
Russian about pictures of our 
families and use other techni­
ques to learn the language. It 
was the most thorough, exhaust­
ing, effective and rewarding lan­
guage program I’ve ever par­
ticipated in or seen.
My professor for Russian His­
tory and Contemporary Life in 
the Soviet Union spoke English 
during his two-hour sections. He 
was an impressive man and a 
master of Russian history and 
political studies.
» WPCT.V. *
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icxive Just Been Cleared
RjtTiikOfE
You can get a lot more out of life when 
you set your sights a little 
higher. Which 
is what applying 
for the American Express*
Card is all about. When you get the 
Card, its easier to do the things you want 
to do. And with the student savings that 
come along with it, you can do even more.
Fly roundtrip on Continental 
for less than $100 each way. 
Student Cardmembers receive four travel 
certificates. They can be used to fly any­
where Continental Airlines flies in the 
48 contiguous United States. Two for the 
school year, and two for the summer.*
Depending on where you fly, each
school year travel certifi­
cate is good for 
$129 or $189 round- 
trip—and each summer travel 
certificate is good for $149 or 
$199 roundtrip.
Savings that upgrade 
your lifestyle.
As a student Cardmember you 
get more than great travel sav­
ings. You also save money on everything 
from clothing to long distance phone calls. 
All for a $55 annual fee.
Obviously, savings like these say a lot 
about the value of the Card. And having
Airfare examples 
based on destination.
R oundtrip«
New York-Los Angeles 
Boston-OHando 
San Francisco-Denver
the Card will say a lot about you. For one 
thing it says you have a handle on what you 
spend, so you don’t have to carry over a bal­
ance. It also says you’re smart enough not to 
pay interest charges that can really add up.
So take a few minutes 
now to call (have 
your bank address 
and account number 
ready), and apply 
for the American 
Express Card.
With all that the Card offers you, not 
even the sky is the limit.
THECard
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD.
Your School 
Year Farr
$18<J$ 1 2 P
$129
Get going, call 1'800'967AMEX.
If you're already a Cardmember. there's no need to call
'School year is considered Sept 1-June 14, summer June 15-Aug 51 Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates 
Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment o f this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance
©  1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc
TRAVEL 
iss RELATED 
« i h AI SERVICES
An Airwnc«n ExprtSS company
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Sean Hearne
I remember one excursion 
with him to the first exhibition 
on the failed coup d’etat (Aug. 
1991) shown in St. Petersburg. 
As he explained the events, he 
gave one of the most intense and 
personal history lessons I’ve had. 
Perhaps that’s because it was 
history in the making.
I had arr ived  in St. 
Petersburg only nine days after 
the coup failed. The students I 
spoke with were glad it had 
failed. But they had no faith in 
the government which returned 
to power and no hope in lesser- 
known political figures.
The general feeling I observed 
there is that there is no leader to 
turn to. Nobody can give results 
to the public fast enough.
The Russians do have more 
freedom now, but the cost has 
been decreased consumer goods 
and food. Many Russians I spoke 
with would rather have had 
more food and less freedom.
Part 2 will appear Thesday.
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required by state law. This 
law stipulates that the top one- 
third of California high school 
graduates are eligible for admit­
tance into the CSU system.
“The CSU must find a place 
for them,” Cabaldon said.
The University of California 
system faces similar require­
ments, drawing from the top 
one-eighth o f  high school 
graduates.
In addition to outlining the 
problems facing state higher 
education, the report also offers 
some solutions. A sliding scale 
for student fees, priority for re­
quired courses when cutting clas­
ses and bond funds for building 
new facilities are some sugges­
tions.
“The chairman is trying to cir­
culate some of the options the 
Legislature has ... alternatives to 
higher fees or course cuts,” 
Cabaldon said.
The proposed 40 percent fee 
increase has not been finalized 
by the trustees themselves, ac­
cording to Colleen Bentley-Adler, 
spokeswoman for the Chancel­
lor’s Office. It won’t be set until 
the Trustees’ Finance Committee 
meeting on Feb. 19.
Until then, CSU Chancellor 
Barry Munitz will be in 
Sacramento to try to get addi­
tional General Fund money to 
prevent such fee increases. He is 
also speaking with student 
groups to see what effects the fee 
increase would have.
“His first priority is getting 
additional state funds,” Bentley- 
Adler said.
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